


Hi there! I’m Bridget, an award-winning senior copywriter & 
brand strategist and a relentless entrepreneur. I specialize 
in hatching compelling integrated campaigns, helping 
startups and small businesses define their brand & product 
positioning, and identifying unique value propositions that 
can compete with even the toughest competition.  
 
I’ve been creating compelling strategic brand content for a 
variety of industries for over 12 years, including integrated 
marketing campaigns, blog posts, social media content, 
taglines and more. I also offer website auditing & analyses 
services through which I provide recommendations and 
direction on language, design, usability and branding.  
 
My entrepreneurial spirit gives me a deep sense of 
accountability and responsibility on any project, and I 
would be grateful to have the opportunity to impress you.



ProFlowers  
Fall Seasonal Campaign 

Contributed: Campaign concept, concept write-up, and all execution

Concept Write-Up 
Used to pitch the concept to the client internally

Sample Execution 
What the concept looked like in market



ProFlowers  
Summer Seasonal Campaign Concept  

Contributed: Campaign concept, concept write-up, and execution

Challenge: 
Create a campaign to push “just because” gifting (ie, sending gifts for no 
reason, spontaneously) while also not alienating huge gifting occasions of 

birthday and anniversary.

Solution:  
I connected & executed a campaign that flipped the idea of “gifting for no 

reason” on its head with the idea that there’s no such thing as “just because,” 
because there’s always a reason to make someone feel special.

Campaign:  
See next slide.



ProFlowers  
Summer Seasonal Campaign Concept  

Contributed: Campaign concept, concept write-up, and execution



ProFlowers  
Perfectly Paired™ Collection Launch 

Contributed: Video concept & messaging  
Tap here to watch the video on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snTNKVV2BPA


ProFlowers  
Mother’s Day Pandora Skin 

Contributed: Concept & Messaging 



Kimpton Hotels & Restaurants 
“Watch Us Make a Scene” Campaign 

Contributed: Concept & Execution 
Sample executions below.



Kimpton Hotels & Restaurants 
Washington, DC Hotel Portfolio 

Contributed: Various hotel taglines & defining messaging



Kimpton Hotels & Restaurants 
Hotel Monaco  

Contributed: Hotel Brand Dashboard (i.e., internal brand positioning guide)



Bridget Regan Writes  
E-Book: Copy Cheat Sheet 

Copy Cheat Sheet is my first e-book, which I wrote to help entrepreneurs create 
their own brand positioning, and write their own brand-rich copy. A few 
screenshots are below, and you can download the entire e-book here. 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/52fd188ae4b0489601694b15/t/58154a71ff7c506b8fd40628/1477790346220/Copy+Cheat+Sheet+
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